WFLANA Meeting Minute Notes 11.5.17
houwj47@yahoo.com
Homegroups presentBasic Text Study
$100 in total area donations.
Area position lengths of clean time requirements5 years requirements for treasurer, area chair
4 years requirement for vice chair
2 year for sub-committee chairs
6 month for secretary
John H. volunteered to call World Services for an area startup literature donation.
Todd J. is working on the meeting lists, as of right now we have 10 meetings on the list.
Helpline $30 per month cost to the area. FreedomVoice
Website service is godaddy.com, to save money instead of paying $100 for one year we paid
$148 for 3 years. It was funded by members donations. www.wlfana.com
Treasury duties were passed to John H. instead of Dan S. because he might have to have neck
surgery in the coming months and was worried about being able to fulfill his duties. Our
current balance is $70 after receiving $100 in donations and spending $30 towards the phone
line.
William G on H&I servicing ACC and Maxwell possibly, and VA. William’s home Group has not
voted on joining the new area and he was concerned if serving on H&I with the new area would
cause any conflicts. He also voiced he did not want to leave his home group, area chair
assured him any service he can provide is much appreciated and we consider it service from
another member of NA and his home group is not relevant to him serving or not. Skip has
started dialogue with the VA and is exploring possibly bringing in a presentation a few times
week and even changing the Sunday night meeting to an H&I presentation. Chris J is still to
going to the Bath VA but it’s being split between WFLANA & FLANA and there are some
conflicts going on between another member who feels it is an adversarial situation of the new
area vs. the original area.
Monday Night Geneva has 3 homegroup members and typically 3 more outside people with
several of them being from Maxwell. The home group is struggling right now with funding
literature orders and paying expenses. The format is basic text, living clean, IP, then speaker.
Last few months there has not been speakers and there has been open discussions because
there is no speaker seeker. Looking for more support in the meeting, one member suggested
putting an announcement section on the website asking for support.
John G. & Hector D. Have not created a date yet for the event and at this point are shooting for
January.
Next Area meeting Tuesday Dec. 5th.
PR will create a FB page for WFLANA.

